
Prison Education DPS listed
for in-cell learning

Creating a world
where no-one is
isolated from a
learning opportunity



A coracle is a small boat, used since
Roman times. These lightweight craft 
are so portable that a fisherman can 
pick them up and carry them on their 
shoulders.

Hello.

Coracle Inside is synonymous 
with this flexible vessel.

Our learners can carry a rich 
library of knowledge, for 
accessing whenever they want.

Meet Coracle
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For offenders serving long 
sentences, there may be a 
dissonance between the role 
technology played in the world at the 
time of their incarceration and the 
increasingly digital world of today.

We’ve seen how the use
of learning technology
can help people create a
sense of achievement

Together we can help 
develop skills that will 
equip them for the 
outside world.
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Coracle Inside is a Digital Learning 
Platform (DLP), developed to 
allow prisoners access to digital 
content in-cell, without needing 
the internet

Developed with significant input
from Learning Together, MoJ and
HMPPS, we have successfully
trialled in HMPs Whitemoor,
Warren Hill and Grendon since
2017, and now being rolled out
further across the prison estate

Learning Together brings together 
people in criminal justice and higher 
education institutions to study 
alongside each other in inclusive and 
transformative learning communities. 
Learning Together courses are 
academically rigorous and their design 
and delivery builds upon and, through 
evaluation, advances educational, 
sociological and criminological research 
and best practice.
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Prisoners are issued
with totally locked down
laptops or tablets with
Coracle Inside installed

Our patent pending 
‘Coracle Inside Hub’ 
means we can securely 
sync learning materials, 
monitor outcomes, 
assess and accredit our 
learners’ work, whilst 
ensuring total secure 
separation of learners 
from the internet.

Key Benefits:

No internet access

Secure: MoJ pen-tested 
and approved

Low cost

Learning records follow 
individuals with through 
the gate connection  
on request

24-hour in-cell learning

Develop digital skills

Remove isolation for 
learners 

Patent pending  
Coracle Inside Hub 
enables secure sync

Revolutionising
education for
hard-to-reach
learners
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Secure MoJ approved 
Digital Learning Platform 
that enables:

Skills gap analysis

Access to approved 
course materials

Tests and 
assessments

Evaluation and 
feedback

Self reflection tasks

Without a connection 
to the internet.

Supporting
Isolated Learners
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Skills Development
Coracle Inside supports 
skills development and 
provides tools to measure 
impact and outcomes.

Academic subjects from 
entry to university level

Vocational skills training

Employability and personal 
skills education and assessment

Digital health and  
wellbeing interventions

Word processing 
and spreadsheet tools 
to support any 
educational activity

Video, audio and 
animation supported

Interactive workbooks 
and questionnaires

Document and 
image libraries

Self-reflection and 
assessment tools

Any course content
catered for...
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Service and 
Support
We support your vision by providing
national security cleared non-networked
devices, help with Security Operating
Procedure (SyOps) documentation
as well as technology and
student Compacts. “The challenge of learning 

how to use the devices 
prompted new conversations 
and connections with family 
members. The mother of one of 
our students bought the same 
laptop as her son so that they 
could learn together.”
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Each year, the
Hardman Trust
provides a directory
dedicated to
all prisoners as well
as their families

Working with the Hardman Trust, our
developers donated time and expertise
in order to create a smartphone app
of the Hardman Directory for both
Android and iOS devices.

The aim of the directory is to help 
prisoners preparing for release and  
ex-offenders after their period in 
custody. The directory gives access to 
many pieces of advice and references a 
high number of friendly organisations, 
including funders and employers. It 
also provides many articles written by 
ex-offenders to share their experiences.
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Glossary
Jargon [n] words used by a
profession that are difficult for
others to understand. 

We know that industry gobbledegook can 
be annoying and a full glossary is found on 
coracleinside.com.

Here are some of the key terms relating to 
digital learning:

Asynchronous learning

Interactions between instructors and students that 
occur periodically and with a time delay. For example, 
self-paced courses.

Blended learning

Where a programme combines face-to-face classes 
with digital content for self-directed learning.

Coracle Inside Hub

Patent pending box of tricks that enables Coracle to 
connect fully locked down devices to a printer or to 
allow secure syncing and updating of content.

DLP

Digital Learning Platform (see LCMS / LMS).

E-Learning

Broad term to describe the use of digital media 
in education.

Flipped classroom / Flipped learning

Where learners work through digital content in their 
own time, outside of a classroom. Face-to-face time is 
then used to discuss problems and examples.

LCMS / LMS (Learning Content Management
System / Learning Management System)
Software platform used to manage the digital 
learning: a data repository and delivery interface.

LRS (Learning Record Store)

A digital place to store learning records. Coracle’s 
LRS means learning records can follow students as 
they move around secure environments and beyond.

VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) 

A digital platform for managing and delivering 
learning materials. Coracle Inside is an innovative 
Digital Learning Platform (DLP) embodying a secure 
(offline) Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).
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Contact us to find out more...

Bank House, Rear of 58 High Street, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 8LB
Telephone: 01638 668145 Email: info@coracleinside.com

Website: www.coracleinside.com


